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Faithful Democracy is a growing interfaith coalition of congregations and faith-based organizations. We want our democratic

systems to more closely align with the ideals of a beloved community in which members belong and contribute. Any major

movement dedicated to comprehensive reform — from civil rights to debt relief for poor countries — has included the unique voice

and perspective of the faith community. Our network of faith-based partners support transformational federal reforms that foster

democratic integrity, inclusion and fairness. Whatever your level of engagement, we invite your faith-based entity to endorse this

initiative to affirm the pressing need for reforms and the importance of multi-faith collaborative advocacy in this arena.

How To Engage

Our Objectives

 We utilize our collective voice and networks

to press the moral case for a strengthened

democracy.  We root our advocacy in shared

values from diverse traditions.

 We equip our partners with resources to

educate and mobilize communities of faith

in advocacy for transformational

democracy reforms.

Our network of relationships connects

engaged advocacy partners to learn 

from each other’s work and 

collaborate around federal reforms.

Advocate Collaborate Support

Are you with a congregation, house of worship, organization, or group rooted in a faith tradition? Your group can become

a listed partner by endorsing our Voters Covenant.  The public statement of support for our mission carries no additional

commitment, however we may invite you participate in specific advocacy efforts if strategic opportunities arise. 

Visit: https://faithfuldemocracy.us/voters-covenant/ 

Support The Mission by Endorsing our Voters Covenant

Sign-up for our biweekly bulletin with updates about Congress, ways to get

involved, and future Faithful Democracy coalition activities or campaigns.

Follow the Mission by Becoming a Subscriber

If democracy is part of your work or if your organization would like to be

more actively engaged in advocacy, the Faithful Democracy coalition

listserve is a valuable clearinghouse of ideas, networking and advocacy

efforts among our partners. 

Engage in the Mission by Joining Our Listserve

We are expanding and updating our educational resources in 2021 for interfaith audiences to better understand the

moral imperative of fair democratic systems and the need for reforms.

Share the Mission With Our Resources


